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Abstract. An improved optical security system based on correlation be-
tween two phase-only computer generated masks is proposed. The two
phase masks are placed together at the input plane of a joint transform
correlator. A priori known output image is obtained in the system output
only if one mask is the right key for the other mask. In addition to a
simple verification, our security system is capable of identifying the type
of an input mask according to the corresponding output image that it
generates. The two phase masks are designed using an iterative optimi-
zation algorithm with constraints in the input and output domains. Com-
puter simulations are presented with the resultant images formed by the
two phase-only elements. © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engi-
neers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1388208]
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1 Introduction

Recently, several optical processing systems for securit1–5

have been suggested. Some of these systems evalua
matching between two phase masks by optical correlat
One optical mask is used as the system’s lock, placed in
the optical correlator. The other optical mask is used as
system’s key, and it is presented to the system by the
in the verification stage. These security systems determ
authenticity of the input by comparing the output corre
tion peak with a predefined threshold value. We propose
optical security system that is based on the existing opt
correlators and provides some additional benefits.

In our method, the single output correlation peak is
placed by a predefined code, or image, known only to
system designer. Therefore, if and only if this code or i
age appear on the output plane, as a result of the correla
between the two functions, the true input is verified. T
proposed security system also correlates two phase ma
as suggested before,1,2,4,5but the output is different. In gen
eral, phase masks are relatively harder to be counterfe
since no intensity detector or camera can read the ph
mask transparency directly. One needs a relatively comp
phase-contrast system to read these types of phase m
One mask is applied as the key with which the user
verified by the system. The other mask is used as the l
which is fixed in the system. The predefined image is c
structed at the output correlation plane only if the true k
appears in the input. Otherwise, a meaningless light dis
bution is obtained. Forgery in our system becomes m
difficult in comparison to other systems. This is because
function of the lock mask here is neither the complex co
jugate of the key mask’s1,2,4 function, nor the complex con
jugate of its Fourier transform.1,3 To counterfeit the key
mask one needs to know both the values of the lock m
1584 Opt. Eng. 40(8) 1584–1589 (August 2001) 0091-3286/2001/$1
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and the complex values of the output image.
The proposed system can verify more than one kind o

true input, and can identify the type of input. The sam
system with the same reference function can yield ma
images for different input masks. To appreciate this l
benefit, let us compare the existing and the proposed
tems with real examples. For instance, in a secured pl
the existing verification systems1,2,4 can allow or block
someone entering in. Our system can do the same, bu
addition it can identify the authorized person that asks
enter, and distinguish them from other authorized perso
That is because each person gets a different key funct
which yields a different code in the system’s output wh
the key mask is introduced in the input. Another exam
might be an input phase mask attached onto a money
as suggested in Ref. 1. One can design a verification sys
of money bills that reads the phase mask by the correla
and yields a series of codes, each of which contains se
tive information about every bill.

Unless the intruder knows the expected image and
project this image on the output camera, it will be impo
sible to illegally bypass the correlator. One can argue t
because the correlator’s output is an image, this im
should be automatically recognized. If a second optical c
relator is added to recognize the output of the first one,
output result of the second correlator is a correlation pe
which can be counterfeited in this stage. To contrast t
claim, we note that optical pattern recognition is not alwa
the best option for recognizing the output of the first co
relator. If the output image is binary with a simple shape,
it is some code like a barcode, and it appears alone on
output plane at more or less the same location, it can
easily recognized by a digital computer with an appropri
software. Breaking into a digital pattern recognition syste
seems harder than just illuminating the camera with an
5.00 © 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Abookasis et al.: Security optical systems . . .
tense light spot. Moreover, in many cases the decis
whether a presented identification card is legitimate or
is performed by a human rather than by an automatic
chine. In these cases a clear image in the output of
verification system is preferred over a peak of light. T
human brain recognizes known images more easily t
comparing an intensity of light to some threshold value.
conclusion we claim that, although the verification proce
in two stages adds complexity, it also adds two new b
efits: 1. improvement of the security level, and 2. mo
information about the verified user or product.

We implement our security scheme with the joint tran
form correlator ~JTC!.1,4,5 The main advantage of thi
scheme over the VanderLugt correlator3,6,7 is the less re-
strictive alignment requirements. The lateral distance
tween the two masks can be changed within a reason
tolerance without changing the shape of the output ima
Only the image location on the output plane is chang
according to the relative distance between the two ph
masks. On the other hand, in the VanderLugt correlato
slight mutual shift between the filter and the light distrib
tion coming from the input considerably modifies the co
relation results.8

The values of the phase mask used as the system’s
are determined once by a random numbers generator.
system design problem is to find the second phase m
~the key! such that a correlation between the two mas
yields an intensity pattern as close as possible to a
defined image. This design problem is actually equival
to a nonlinear optimization problem. We choose to comp
the mask’s values by a modified version of the project
onto constraint sets~POCS! algorithm,9 adjusted for the
JTC.10 This algorithm is a relatively rapid iterative proces
but it usually achieves suboptimal solutions.

2 Synthesis of a Key Mask in the JTC

The proposed optical security system is based on the
configuration as shown in Fig. 1. The JTC input plane c
tains two phase functionsh1 andh2 located apart from each
other. The output of the correlator contains three spati
separated diffraction orders as follows,8

o~x,y!5h1~x,y! ^ h1~x,y!1h2~x,y! ^ h2~x,y!1h1~x,y!

^ h2~x2a,y2b!1h2~x,y! ^ h1~x1a,y1b!, ~1!

Fig. 1 The JTC correlator used for optical security verification.
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where ^ denotes the correlation operator, anda andb are
the distances betweenh1 andh2 in the x andy directions,
respectively. The useful terms are either the third or
fourth term, since both represent the cross-correlation
tween the two input functions. We choose one of them,
the third term, as the output of the security system. T
output distribution is complex valued and is expressed

c~x,y!5h1^ h25A~x,y!exp@ iw~x,y!#, ~2!

whereA(x,y) is the amplitude of the expected output im
age, andw(x,y) denotes the phase function ofc(x,y).

The computation of the phase-only maskh1 , which pro-
duces the desired output image from the cross-correla
intensity distribution with the other random phase-on
maskh2 , is performed by the modified POCS algorithm
The POCS is an iterative process, which in the present c
transfers a function, by the JTC operator, from one dom
to another. In every domain, the resulting function is p
jected onto a constraint set by two projection operators
noted byP1 andP2 ; both are defined in the following. The
convergence of the process is achieved when the func
satisfies all the constraints in every domain simultaneou
The POCS process is implemented on a JTC-like confi
ration and depicted in Fig. 2. This iterative algorithm sta
with an initial random phase function denoted byh1,1, and
another random phase functionh2 , which remains fixed
thereafter. The overall input function of the JTC in the fir
iteration is

u1~j,h!5h1,1~j1a/2,h1b/2!1h2~j2a/2,h2b/2!. ~3!

The support areas of the phase functionsh1(j,h) and

h2(j,h) are @ j̄13h̄1# and @ j̄23h̄2#, respectively. The
function u1(j,h) is Fourier transformed into the spatia
frequency plane, where the phase factor is extracted~in the
box PE! and memorized until the iterated function is tran
formed back to the~j, h! domain. This procedure is neede
to keep as much information as possible on the projec
of uj (j,h) in the j ’ th iteration, such that the distance be
tweenP2@uj (j,h)# anduj 11(j,h) is kept minimal. From
the frequency plane, according to an ordinary JTC,
square magnitude of the spatial spectrum is inversely F
rier transformed to yield the output functionoj (x,y). The
projected functionP1@oj (x,y)# is Fourier transformed back
to Oj ( f x , f y) in the frequency domain. The next necessa
operation is to calculate the square root of the spectr
Oj ( f x , f y) is a real function becauseP1@oj (x,y)# is sym-
metric. However, the projectionP1 may causeOj ( f x , f y) to
have negative values. To avoid calculating the square
of negative values, the absolute value of the minimum
Oj ( f x , f y) is identified ~in the box MF! and added to the
function Oj ( f x , f y). The addition of uniform bias effects
only the central value of the correlation plane and thus d
not contradict the constraints in this plane, enforcing o
on the two first diffraction orders, as seen in Eq.~4!. After
calculating the square root of a real positive spectrum,
multiply this result by the memorized phase factor of t
spectrum in the forward step, as denoted in Fig. 2
exp$i arg@Uj(fx ,fy)#%. This last product is inversely Fourie
1585Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 8, August 2001
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1586 Optical Engi
Fig. 2 Block diagram of the POCS process used to compute the phase-only mask h1(j,h); FT is
Fourier transform, PE is the phase extraction, MF is the minimum finder, and Pi is the ith projection.
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transformed back to the~j, h! plane. Finallyuj (j,h) is
projected byP2 and the next iteration starts.

As mentioned, at every iteration, in each of the two d
mains,~x, y! and~j, h!, the resulting functions are projecte
onto the constraint sets. In the~x, y! domain the constrain
set reflects the expectations to get the predefined im
represented by the positive functionA(x,y). Therefore, in
the output plane, the projectionP1 on the constraint set is
as follows,

P1@oj~x,y!#

55
A~x2a,y2b!exp@ ic j~x,y!#

ux2au<Wx/2 anduy2bu<Wy/2

A~2x2a,2y2b!exp@ ic j~x,y!#

ux1au<Wx/2 anduy1bu<Wy/2

oj~x,y!

Otherwise,

~4!

whereWx andWy are the width and the height of the d
sired output image centered around (x,y)5(a,b) and
(2a,2b). This constraint set guarantees that the spect
Oj ( f x , f y) remains a real function.c j (x,y) is the phase
function of oj (x,y), and it obeys the rulec j (x,y)52c j

(2x,2y). In the input domain~j, h! the constraint se
manifests the properties of the input functions as pha
only functions in a predefined area and zero elsewh
Therefore, the projectionP2 is
neering, Vol. 40 No. 8, August 2001
e

-
.

P2@uj~j,h!#

55
exp@ iu j~j,h!#

uj2a/2u<j̄1/2 and uh2b/2u<h̄1/2

h2~j1a/2,h1b/2!

uj1a/2u<j̄2/2 and uh1b/2u<h̄2/2

0

Otherwise,

~5!

where exp@iuj(j,h)# denotes the phase ofuj (j,h). The al-
gorithm continues to circulate between the two doma
until the error between the actual and the desired ou
functions is not meaningfully reduced anymore. Note th
h2(j,h) is chosen in the initial step of the iterations, an
becomes a part of the correlator and is never changed
ing the iteration process. Moreoverh2(j,h) is not in any
way related toh1(j,h) or the output image, and is not i
any kind of the system’s memory. Thereforeh2(j,h) does
not limit the quantity of key-mask output-image pairs th
can be processed by the same key functionh2(j,h). The
present security system can be viewed as a generaliza
of the Fresnel computer-generated hologram. On this a
ogy, h2(j,h) plays the rule of a generalized medium b
tweenh1(j,h) and the reconstructed output imageA(x,y),
in a similar fashion as the quadratic phase factor repres
the free-space medium in the Fresnel hologr
reconstruction.11 The medium function can be used as
lock to expose an image but it does not contain any inf
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Abookasis et al.: Security optical systems . . .
mation on the image, and therefore its size does not li
the image capacity that can be utilized by the system.

The convergence of the algorithm to the desired ima
in the n’th iteration is evaluated by the average mea
square error~MSE! between the intensity of the correlatio
function before and after the projection, as follows

ej5
1

M E E uuP1@oj~x,y!#u22uoj~x,y!u2u2dxdy, ~6!

whereM is twice the area of the output images. Unlike t
correspondent algorithm in the VanderLugt correlator,7 the
convergence of the process is not guaranteed. From
experience, the MSE here decreases to some satur
level and fluctuates slightly around this level. Apparen
the obtained output images resulting from the algorithm
Ref. 7 are less noisy than the results here. However,
comparison is not done in an equal condition and there
it is hard to determine which algorithm leads to a low
MSE. We chose an arbitrary number of iterations, mu
larger than it takes to converge to the saturation level. D
ing the iterations we keep the key functionh1 that gives the
minimum MSE in the memory, and this function is used
the final solution of the process.

3 Simulation Results

We performed a computer simulation, demonstrating
proposed system discussed before. In the simulation,
algorithm was tested with two different binary output im
ages. The first one is composed from the lettersEIFLT , as
shown in Fig. 3 in a symmetrical position on the JTC
output plane. The JTC input and output planes have
3256 pixels each. In the input domain, each of the t
correlated functions covered only 703230 pixels of phase-
only values. All the rest of the matrix outside these tw
windows was padded with zeros, as shown in Fig. 4. T
lock phase mask was positioned in the lower part of
plane, and was not being changed during the process.
algorithm was terminated after 100 iterations and the res
ant correlation functions can be seen in Fig. 5. The plo
the MSE, defined in Eq.~6!, for this experiment is shown in
Fig. 6. The three orders of the correlation plane and
letters images in the two first diffraction orders can
clearly seen in Fig. 5, demonstrating that our algorithm
effective to accomplish its goal. Note that a low dynam
range of the joint power spectrum is not a problem he
since both the masksh1 andh2 are phase masks that yie
an almost uniform joint power spectrum.

In the second experiment the output image was a pic
of a barcode, shown in Fig. 7. The reconstructed pictur
shown in Fig. 8. The error function plot is shown in Fig.
The behavior of the MSE along the iterations and the qu
ity of the final result are similar to that of the first expe
ment.

4 Conclusions

We have developed a method of designing an optical se
rity system based on computer generated optical diffrac
elements. According to our method, one can design
phase-only transparencies for a JTC correlator to recei
chosen code or image. The resulting masks can be use
r
n

e

e

-

a
r

Fig. 3 The expected output image used in the first computer simu-
lation.

Fig. 4 Phase functions of the mask h1 (upper) and h2 (lower) on the
JTC input plane.

Fig. 5 Resultant image of the JTC output plane for the letters of Fig.
3.
1587Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 8, August 2001
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Abookasis et al.: Security optical systems . . .
Fig. 6 MSE versus the number of iterations of the POCS system for
the experiment with the letters.

Fig. 7 The expected output image used in the second computer
simulation.

Fig. 8 The reconstructed image of the barcode shown in Fig. 7.
1588 Optical Engineering, Vol. 40 No. 8, August 2001
security systems such that the desired code is receive
the output plane only when the specific phase masks
placed on the JTC input plane. Since the computing of
holograms starts from completely random functions, th
cannot be reproduced, even if the output image is kno
With the same phase mask of the system’s lock, the c
relator can produce infinite output images by introduci
different input key masks. Therefore, in addition to simp
verification, the system can provide information on t
identity of the authorized person. The implementation
the security system by a JTC avoids alignment difficult
between the various optical components.
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